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Floor Lamp / Table Lamp

Peek Series

Peek Lamp

Product Type
Floor/table lamp

Production Process
Spun aluminium shade with a lacquered
finish. Diffuser produced from moulded
polycarbonate.

H: 125 cm / 49 1/4"

Environment
Indoor

Dimensions (cm / in)
Floor lamp
H: 125 cm / 49 1/4",
Ø:13 cm / 5 1/8"

H: 52 cm / 20 1/2",
Ø: 10 cm / 4"

Materials

H: 52 cm / 20 1/2"

Table lamp

Powder coated stainless steel,
aluminium

Colours

Ø: 10 cm / 4"

Ø:13 cm / 5 1/8"

White, Black

Voltage (V)

The Peek Floor Lamp is simplistic, humble and somewhat quirky in its form. Designed by

220V

Jonas Wagell, as a counterpart to Peek Table Lamp, Jonas wanted to create an object that
expressed personality and encouraged intuitive engagement. Made up of only three

Light source & Energi effeciency class

components, the lamp has a heavy base with a long slender stem and a shade which

COB LED Panel (fixed), MAX 5W, LED, A+

gracefully peeks over the back of a sofa or armchair. The base comes with a concave feature
creating a small storage space for the essential stationary, jewellery and other small items.

Certifications

The tip of the stem, as well as being a design feature, also doubles up as a functional dimmer.

IP20
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About the Designer
Cord lenght / diameter (cm / in)

Jonas Wagell is a Swedish architect and designer based in Stockholm. His work has come

250 cm / 98 3/8"

to be known for simplistic playfulness and clever compact living, with recent collaborations
reaching as far as China, Taiwan and North America. The studio’s architecture work is mostly

Care Instructions

known for the prefab house concept, ‘Mini House’, which has previously been recognized by

Use a soft dry cloth to clean. Do not use any

Wallpaper* magazine naming him one of the ‘World’s 50 hottest young Architects’ in 2008.

cleaners with chemicals or harsh

Today, their work is primarily focused on product design and creative direction for clients

abrasives. Avoid using water.

around the world.
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